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In 2008, Dalia Mogahed, a former member of Obama’s Advisory Council of Faith-Based and

Neighborhood Partnerships, co-authored a report titled ”Changing Course, A New Direction for U.S.

Relations with the Muslim World” for the Leadership Group on U.S.-Muslim Engagement. She, along

with other group members (Secretary of State Madeline Albright, Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf–of World

Trade Center Mosque notoriety–and Muslim Public Affairs Council’s Ahmed Younis), sought to foster

“engagement and cooperation” with “political Islam” and, specifically, with the Muslim Brotherhood.

They wrote:

“The U.S. must also consider when and how to talk with political movements that have

substantial public support and have renounced violence, but are outlawed or restricted

by authoritarian governments allied to the U.S. The Muslim Brotherhood parties in

Egypt and Jordan are arguably in this category. In general, the Leadership Group supports

engagement with groups that have clearly demonstrated a commitment to nonviolent participation in

politics.”

In June 2009, Obama addressed Muslims worldwide from Cairo’s Al-Azhar University, with

prominent Muslim Brotherhood members sitting in the front row. Obama vowed:
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“[The] partnership between America and Islam must be based on what Islam is, not what it

isn’t.  And I consider it part of my responsibility as President of the United States to fight against

negative stereotypes of Islam wherever they appear.”

Obama’s Administration began to transform American foreign policy by embracing political Islam

and redefining “terror,” which set the stage for creating the Arab Spring. Although the Arab Spring

began in December 2010 in Tunisia, the initial focus was Benghazi, Libya.
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Despite repeated U.S. military warnings and recommendations to keep Muammar Qadhafi in power,

Obama and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton overthrew Qadhafi’s regime, leaving a power

vacuum for al-Qaeda and the Muslim Brotherhood to fill.

Qadhafi’s weapons were first smuggled to Syrian rebels, which later factioned into what is now ISIS

(and potentially reached even Boko Haram).

The mystery surrounding Benghazi can be largely dispelled in a few short paragraphs.

First, the February 17 Martyrs Brigade (aka Ansar al-Sharia, a jihad militia) was hired to guard the

compound by the American government.

Second, according to CNN’s Jake Tapper, dozens of CIA operatives were allegedly on the ground

during the attack; and the Obama administration went to “great lengths” to obscure their activities.

Many speculate Ambassador Stevens was a CIA asset in the State Department.

Third, only hours before the attack on September 11, 2012, Stevens met with a Turkish ambassador

at the compound. Turkey was a transshipment point for many Libyan weapons that were later

smuggled to jihadists worldwide.

Fourth, Morsi’s Egyptian government (Muslim Brotherhood-controlled) was also involved with the

compound’s attack. In fact, some of the terrorists were recorded on video pleading: “Don’t shoot! Dr.

Morsi sent us!”

These facts beg the question: If Ambassador Stevens was actually overseeing a gun-running operation

to Islamic/jihadist/Muslim Brotherhood militias, why then would the same people kill him, as the

American public was repeatedly told?

One theoretical answer endorsed by retired Four Star Admiral James Lyons suggests that

Ambassador Stevens was to be traded for the Blind Sheikh, Omar Abdel-Rahman, a man

who had embodied Islamic terrorism to the world for generations and who Morsi wanted released

from prison.

However, this plan went spectacularly wrong, resulting in a botched cover-up that succeeded

primarily because of the news industry’s negligence in investigating the facts.

In an alarming breach of protocol and sworn duty, Obama Special Advisor Valerie

Jarrett ordered the U.S. military to “stand down,” effectively ordering American citizens to be

left to fend for themselves against a well-armed jihadist militia.

Next came the now infamous Susan Rice national media blitz, throughout which she delivered

identical talking points to numerous news outlets blaming the Benghazi attack on an obscure and

poorly produced movie. The talking points she and others later recited were detailed in an email Ben

Rhodes, Obama’s 2009 Cairo speechwriter, sent to a list of people–including a George Washington
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